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The Six Messiahs Mark Frost 2013-11 The sequel to The List of 7 Ten years have
passed since Doyle first met the brilliant Jack Sparks and together they cracked

the deadly case of the List of 7. Inspired by his friend, Doyle went on to create
Sherlock Holmes, the character that has since made him a wealthy and celebrated
man. Now off to America for his first book tour, Doyle is joined by his impetuous
younger brother and a cryptic Irish priest. During their voyage, the men are stalked
by an otherworldly order of assassins attempting to steal a precious piece of the
ship's cargo: a priceless book of ancient mysticism. The Book of Zohar is the first
piece of a lethal puzzle that will draw Doyle across the young nation. Doyle and his
companions track the paths of six mysterious strangers who are united by a single,
eerie dream: a black tower rising out of a wasteland and a river of blood. As their
trails converge at the source of this terrifying vision, Doyle and company confront
an evil so dark and profound that it threatens to obliterate the very fabric of the
world.
Mystic Dreamers Rosanne Bittner 2015-05-12 For over a decade, Rosanne Bittner
has enchanted her readers with tales of adventure and romance in the times
before the White Man settled the West. Now, in the tradition of Kathleen O'Neal
Gear and W. Michael Gear, the bestselling author of Song of the Wolf and the
Savage Destiny Indian series turns her hand to historical fiction with a wonderful
new story of Native America sure to capture you and carry you on an adventure of
love and hate, good and evil, life and death. In 1833, Star Dancer, a Sichangu

(Brulé Sioux), is promised in marriage to Stalking Wolf, an Oglala warrior whom
she has never met. What begins as a loveless union develops into a moving story
of a man and a woman led by powers beyond their control. Dreams, visions, and
mystic experiences fill this provocative love story that launches a saga about the
Lakota and their first meeting with the White Man. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Out Here in the Darkness Abra Stevens 2019-05-19 OUT HERE IN THE
DARKNESS is a never before told true crime story of unimaginable horror and a
killer's 33-year search for redemption. In 1985, a group of Houston teenagers
torture and murder one of their companions; the next month, two more acts of
violence occur. Now, over thirty years later, plunge into the shocking details,
investigations, and transcripts as you journey through the crimes, the pursuit, and
the trials. With a rare in-depth glimpse inside the mind of a teen turned killer, you
may find explanations for questions we all ask in the face of such horrors: Why?
What becomes of us now?
Jim and Wally Mary Grant Bruce 1917
Two Girls Down Louisa Luna 2018-01-09 A riveting thriller about the search for two
missing girls in a small Pennsylvania town. “Opening this book is like arming a
bomb—the suspense is relentless and the payoff is spectacular.” —Lee Child, #1

New York Times bestselling author of The Midnight Line When two young sisters,
Kylie and Bailey Brandt, disappear from a strip mall parking lot in a small
Pennsylvania town, their devastated family hires an enigmatic bounty hunter from
California, Alice Vega, to do what the authorities cannot. Immediately shut out by a
local police department already stretched thin by budget cuts and the growing
OxyContin and meth epidemics, Vega enlists the help of a disgraced former cop,
Max Caplan, to cut through the local politics. With little to go on, Vega and Cap will
go to extraordinary lengths to untangle a complex web of lies, false leads, and
dangerous relationships to locate both girls before time runs out and the girls are
gone forever.
The Year of the Sawdust Man A. LaFaye 2008 In 1934, when her mother leaves
her and her father, eleven-year-old Nissa tries to cope with the gossip of her small
Louisiana town and the changes in her own life.
The Cutting James Hayman 2011-01-06 Someone is stealing the hearts of
beautiful women . . . Portland, Maine. A missing high-school athlete•s mutilated
body is found in a scrap metal yard. Her heart has been surgically removed. The
same day a young businesswoman is abducted . . . Former NYPD Detective
Michael McCabe believes both crimes are the work of one man. A killer with
surgical expertise who is targeting young women. Now McCabe and his team face

a race against time to rescue the missing woman and unmask this sadistic killer •
before it is too late. The Cutting is one of the scariest debuts of the year. And the
first in a great new series.
Dead Run P. J. Tracy 2006-04-04 Computer game company founders Grace
MacBride and Annie Belinsky—along with Wisconsin deputy Sharon Mueller—are
en route to Green Bay, following reports of a serial killer, when their car breaks
down deep in the northern woods. A short walk through the forest leads them to
the eerily quiet town of Four Corners, where they find severed phone lines and a
complete absence of any life. But the quiet is deceptive. Before they know it, they
witness a horrifying double murder—and discover that this is only the beginning of
a race to save their own lives…and countless others.
Gray Matter (Thomas Prescott Book 2) Nick Pirog 2010-06-15 Thomas Prescott
returns in a smoldering thriller of murder, treachery, and revenge. His love life in
shambles, retired homicide detective Thomas Prescott returns to Seattle, the very
place he fled from after his parents' deaths nearly a decade earlier. Just as
Prescott is getting settled in, he sees a body floating in the private cove behind his
boyhood home. It's a woman. But not just any woman. It's Ellen Gray—the
governor of Washington—who has been missing for the past six weeks. The lead
suspect in the governor's murder is her husband, famed defense attorney, Adam

Gray. But unlike the Seattle Police Department—where Thomas was fired from
several years earlier—Prescott has his doubts about Adam's guilt. Ignoring direct
orders to stay away from the case, Prescott soon finds himself drawn into the heart
of the investigation. Working side-by-side with SPD detective, Erica Frost, Prescott
uncovers a sophisticated conspiracy linked to a new breed of killer. In his pursuit to
catch a madman, Prescott's investigation will take him from the state capital to the
snow-covered peaks of the North Cascades and for the first time in his career,
Thomas finds himself both the hunter...and the hunted. The books in The Thomas
Prescott Series can be enjoyed in any order, so grab Gray Matter and get started
today.
The Fourth Durango Ross Thomas 2007-04-01 The Fourth Durango is not your
ordinary Durango. It's not in Spain, or Mexico, and it's not a ski town in the
Colorado Rockies, although Durangos do exist in all of those places. This Durango
has an industry, albeit a rather odd one-it is a hideout business, a place where
people pay to find sanctuary from former friends and associates who are either
trying to kill them, or have them killed. Into this Durango comes a former chief
justice of a state supreme court, followed by son-in-law Kelly Vines to act as his
emissary to the beautiful and savvy mayor. Following them come a false priest,
and a run of murders. It takes a Ross Thomas to stir these characters into a witty

and ingenious mix readers will not be able to -and certainly would not want toresist.
Captain Jim Mary Grant Bruce 2021-06-05 Captain Jim This book is a result of an
effort made by us towards making a contribution to the preservation and repair of
original classic literature. In an attempt to preserve, improve and recreate the
original content, we have worked towards: 1. Type-setting & Reformatting: The
complete work has been re-designed via professional layout, formatting and typesetting tools to re-create the same edition with rich typography, graphics, high
quality images, and table elements, giving our readers the feel of holding a 'fresh
and newly' reprinted and/or revised edition, as opposed to other scanned & printed
(Optical Character Recognition - OCR) reproductions. 2. Correction of
imperfections: As the work was re-created from the scratch, therefore, it was
vetted to rectify certain conventional norms with regard to typographical mistakes,
hyphenations, punctuations, blurred images, missing content/pages, and/or other
related subject matters, upon our consideration. Every attempt was made to rectify
the imperfections related to omitted constructs in the original edition via other
references. However, a few of such imperfections which could not be rectified due
to intentional\unintentional omission of content in the original edition, were
inherited and preserved from the original work to maintain the authenticity and

construct, relevant to the work. We believe that this work holds historical, cultural
and/or intellectual importance in the literary works community, therefore despite
the oddities, we accounted the work for print as a part of our continuing effort
towards preservation of literary work and our contribution towards the development
of the society as a whole, driven by our beliefs. We are grateful to our readers for
putting their faith in us and accepting our imperfections with regard to preservation
of the historical content. HAPPY READING!
Bloody Sunday Ben Coes 2018-07-30 24 hours to nuclear war... the clock is
ticking. North Korea, increasingly isolated from the rest of the world, is led by an
absolute dictator with a major goal – to launch a nuclear war. And they've made a
deal. In exchange for effective missiles, they will trade nuclear triggers to Iran. An
exchange, if successful, that will create two new nuclear powers. Dewey Andreas
is ready to retire from the CIA, but he's the only available agent with the skills to
get the job done. He has less than 24 hours to get to North Korea, to stop the deal
and to save the world. A pulsating thriller from New York Times bestseller Ben
Coes, perfect for fans of Vince Flynn and Brad Thor. Praise for Ben Coes 'Wildly
entertaining ... a heart-stopping thrill ride' Joseph Finder, New York Times
bestselling author of Suspicion and The Switch 'A propulsive read with enough plot
hooks, twists, and action to fill five thrillers' Mark Greaney, #1 New York Times

Bestselling author of Agent in Place
Play to Kill P. J. Tracy 2010-04-29 Play to Kill by P.J. Tracy is the fifth novel in the
bestselling Twin Cities crime series. Call it murdertube... Minneapolis homicide
cops Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth fish a murdered drag queen out of the
Mississippi. Another day, another corpse. Except the victim's death throes quickly
appear in a video posted online. And there are other videos, other murders.
Unable to trace who is posting the videos, the cops turn to Grace MacBride and
her crew of eccentric computer mavericks. But as the bodies and videos stack up,
the team desperately try and answer a terrifying question: Is this the work of a lone
individual? Or of several killers who have taken social networking to the darkest
extreme... P.J. Tracy's cult thriller characters Grace MacBride and Detectives Gino
and Magozzi are back for more in the fifth book in the Monkeewrench series.
Follow their journeys in the rest of the series:Want to Play?, Live Bait, Dead Run,
Snow Blind and Two Evils. Praise for P.J. Tracy: 'A thrilling page-turner with a nailbiting finish' Sunday Telegraph 'P.J. Tracy is about to become a household name'
Daily Mirror P.J. Tracy is the pseudonynm for the mother-and-daughter writing
team of P.J. and Traci Lambrecht. They are the authors of the award-winning and
best-selling thrillers Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind, Play to Kill, Two Evils and
the Richard and Judy Book Club pick Want to Play?. All six books feature

detectives Gino and Magozzi and maverick computer hacker Grace MacBride. P.J.
and Traci both live near Minneapolis, Minnesota. www.pjtracy.net
Desolation Canyon P. J. Tracy 2022-01-18 P.J. Tracy “seems to have found her
literary sweet spot” (New York Times Book Review) with her dazzling new series,
and in Desolation Canyon, fans get a deeper look into the complex characters who
call Los Angeles home. LAPD Detective Margaret Nolan is struggling to move
forward after the death of her brother in Afghanistan and taking a life in the line of
duty. Her stoic parents offer little support – they refuse to address anything difficult,
and she’s afraid their relationship is eroding beyond the point of recovery. The
days off are the hardest, because they give Margaret time to think. A moment of
weakness leads to cocktails with a colleague—an attraction she knows could be
dangerous —at the luxurious Hotel Bel-Air bar. A stroll through the grounds leads
to a grim discovery beneath the surface of Swan Lake: the body of a successful
attorney who made his fortune in international trade. It initially appears to be death
by misadventure, but the case is anything but straightforward. As a series of
shocking revelations emerge, Nolan finds herself confronting a sinister cabal that
just might destroy her and everyone she loves.
Billabong Adventurers Mary Grant Bruce 2021-08-31 "Billabong Adventurers" by
Mary Grant Bruce. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range

of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction
and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue
the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is
to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
The Sixes Kate White 2011-08-02 Phoebe Hall’s Manhattan life is unexpectedly
derailed off the fast track when her long-term boyfriend leaves her just as she is
accused of plagiarizing her latest bestselling celebrity biography. Looking for a
quiet place to pick up the pieces, Phoebe jumps at the offer to teach at a small
private college run by her former boarding school roommate and close friend
Glenda in a sleepy Pennsylvania town. But behind the campus’s quiet cafés and
looming maple trees lies something darker. The body of a junior co-ed washes up
from the nearby river, and soon rumors begin to swirl of of past crimes and abuses
wrought by a disturbing secret society known as The Sixes. Determined to find
answers and help Glenda, Phoebe secretly embarks on a search for clues—a
quest that soon raises dark memories of her own boarding school days. Plunging
deeper into danger with every step, Phoebe knows she’s close to unmasking a
killer. But with truth comes a deeply terrifying revelation: the past can’t be outrun . .

. and starting over can be a crime punishable by death.
Cold Blood Theresa Monsour 2004-05-11 From the author of Clean Cut comes a
suspenseful sequel to the Paris Murphy series. Justice Trip is a hero. While
helping volunteers search for a missing bridesmaid, he found a grisly clue: her
finger. Now he’s enjoying his 15 minutes of fame. When homicide detective Paris
Murphy sees the tall, awkward Trip on television, she senses that he’s not the
concerned citizen he’s pretending to be. And when she remembers that she and
Trip share a past, the danger becomes all too clear. Trip is a man on a search for
justice. And killing Paris will help him find it.
Homebrewed Vinegar Kirsten K. Shockey 2021-05-11 Fermenting expert and bestselling author Kirsten K. Shockey presents a creative and comprehensive guide to
making naturally fermented vinegars from a wide variety of ingredients.
Two Evils P. J. Tracy 2013-01-17 *US EDITION TITLE: OFF THE GRID* Two Evils
is the sixth book in P.J. Tracy's bestselling Twin Cities series. As the nights draw in
so the killings begin... A missing girl is found dead in a parking lot, her throat cut.
Two young immigrants are gunned down in their apartment. And with each passing
day the body count rises... For Minneapolis homicide detectives Gino and Magozzi
it seems that this autumn the bodies are falling faster than the leaves. With few
leads to go on, yet evidence that these killings are linked to others taking place in

other cities, the pair turn to Grace McBride, maverick computer analyst. What
Grace uncovers forces Gino and Magozzi to make a dreadful and fateful choice:
down which twisted path does the lesser of two evils lie... P.J. Tracy's cult thriller
characters Grace MacBride and Detectives Gino and Magozzi are back once again
in the sixth book in the Monkeewrench series. Follow their journeys in the rest of
the series: Want to Play?, Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind and Play to Kill. Praise
for P.J. Tracy: 'Outrageously suspenseful' Harlan Coben 'A fast-paced gripping
read with thrills and devilish twists' Guardian 'A powerful thriller and an ingenious
plot' Observer P.J. Tracy is the pseudonynm for the mother-and-daughter writing
team of P.J. and Traci Lambrecht. They are the authors of the award-winning and
best-selling thrillers Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind, Play to Kill, Two Evils and
the Richard and Judy Book Club pick Want to Play?. All six books feature
detectives Gino and Magozzi and maverick computer hacker Grace MacBride. P.J.
and Traci both live near Minneapolis, Minnesota. www.pjtracy.net
Live Bait P. J. Tracy 2005-04-05 Minneapolis detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino
Rolseth are bored - ever since they solved the Monkeewrench case, the Twin
Cities have been in a murder-free dry spell, as people no longer seem interested in
killing one another. But with two brutal homicides taking place in one awful night,
the crime drought ends - not with a trickle, but with an eventual torrent. Who would

kill Morey Gilbert, a man without an enemy, a man who might as well have been a
saint? His tiny, cranky little wife, Lily, is no help, and may even be a suspect; his
estranged son, Jack, an infamous ambulance-chasing lawyer, has his own
enemies; and his son-in-law, former cop Marty Pullman, is so depressed over his
wife's death a year ago that he's ready to kill himself, but not Morey. The number
of victims - all elderly - grows, and the city is fearful once again." The detectives'
investigation threatens to uncover a series of horrendous secrets, some buried
within the heart of the police department itself, blurring the lines between heroes
and villains. Grace MacBride's cold-case-solving software may find the missing
link - but at a terrible price.
Murder in an Irish Bookshop Carlene O'Connor 2021-02-23 When a new bookstore
in the County Cork Irish village of Kilbane closes the book on an author’s life, it’s
up to Garda Siobhán O'Sullivan to resolve the story . . . Between training the new
town garda and trying to set a wedding date with her fiancé, Macdara Flannery,
Siobhán is feeling a bit overwhelmed. But an author event at the new bookstore
featuring Irish writers taking up residency in Kilbane offers a welcome distraction.
One author, Deirdre Walsh, spends more time complaining about the unfairness of
the publishing industry and megastar bestselling authors like Nessa Lamb instead
of her own body of work. After the evening ends in a battle of words, Deirdre’s

body is found the next day in the back of the store—with pages torn from Nessa’s
books stuffed in her mouth. Now, Siobhán must uncover which of Kilbane’s literary
guests took Deirdre’s criticisms so personally they engaged in foul play . . . “A
mélange of clues from classic mysteries plus plenty of Irish charm produce an
enjoyable read.” —Kirkus Reviews “Outstanding . . . O’Connor reinforces her place
as the queen of the cozy police procedural.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
The Sixth Idea P. J. Tracy 2017-06-27 The Monkeewrench crew returns in a twisty,
heart-stopping new thriller. The peaceful Christmas season in Minneapolis is
shattered when two friends, Chuck Spencer and Wally Luntz, scheduled to meet in
person for the first time, are murdered on the same night, two hours and several
miles apart, dramatically concluding winter vacation for homicide detectives Leo
Magozzi and Gino Rolseth. An hour north of Minneapolis, Lydia Ascher comes
home to find two dead men in her basement. When Leo and Gino discover her
connection to their current cases, they suspect that she is a target, too. The same
day, an elderly, terminally ill man is kidnapped from his home, an Alzheimer’s
patient goes missing from his care facility, and a baffling link among all the crimes
emerges. This series of inexplicable events sends the detectives sixty years into
the past to search for answers—and straight to Grace MacBride’s Monkeewrench,
a group of eccentric computer geniuses who devote their time and resources to

helping the cops solve the unsolvable. What they find is an unimaginable horror—a
dormant Armageddon that might be activated at any moment unless Grace and
her partners Annie, Roadrunner, and Harley Davidson, along with Leo and Gino,
can find a way to stop it.
Blood Always Tells Hilary Davidson 2021-03-30 Blood Always Tells was selected
by Apple Books as one of the "20 Best Books of April 2014"
A Walk Among The Tombstones Lawrence Block 2011-10-20 A brilliant, fastpaced thriller from 'a flat out entertainer' Daily Telegraph Also a major film starring
Liam Neeson, Dan Stevens and Ruth Wilson Kenan Khoury's wife never returned
from her shopping trip - at least, not alive. A ransom is demanded and paid; and
his wife is duly returned to him - in small pieces in the boot of an abandoned car.
But as Khoury's wealth has not come entirely honestly, he can't go to the police. PI
Matt Scudder is left to speculate on the motives of a very unusual kidnapper. And
soon he is on the trail of a pair of ruthlessly sadistic psychopaths whose cruel
games have only just begun...
Fighting Chance Jane Haddam 2015-01-28 When his best friend, parish priest
Tibor Kasparian, is wrongly arrested for murder, a distraught Gregor Demarkian
breaks his personal rules about consulting in his determination to uncover the truth.
Off the Grid P. J. Tracy 2013-07-02 When a series of grisly murders occurs shortly

after a Monkeewrench Software partner thwarts an assassination attempt on a
retired FBI agent, Minneapolis homicide detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth
team up to link the crimes.
Return of the Magi P. J. Tracy 2017-11-15 Warm your heart this Christmas with
this wonderful festive tale from bestselling author P.J. Tracy - perfect for fans of It's
a Wonderful Life or Miracle on 34th Street. Emil Rice has a silver tongue and sticky
fingers, the only problem is that his charm always gets him into trouble and he's
never been very good at not getting arrested. Twenty-two times he's been caught
and twenty-two times he's sworn never to steal again, but it's on his twenty-third
arrest when Emil realises he may have picked up more than he bargained for.
Sentenced to community service at a secure mental health facility, Emil is
unwillingly befriended by two elderly female patients who believe he is the final
part of a big cosmic plan that will change their lives forever... This heartwarming
Christmas tale of kindness, friendship and redemption will be perfect for the cold
winter nights!
Jungle Up Nick Pirog 2021-04-27 “Please find me, Thomas! Please!” Two years
ago, Dr. Gina Brady broke Thomas Prescott’s heart, but now her panic-stricken
satellite phone call starts it beating again with a fury. Thugs kidnapped the good
doctor from the remote jungle village where she was working, and now the retired

homicide detective’s expert skills are desperately needed to save her. Led by a
colorful, but perhaps untrustworthy local guide, Prescott journeys deep into the
Bolivian Amazon, plunging into a world where the only thing more dangerous than
the gun-toting drug traffickers and the ruthless tribesmen, is the jungle itself. When
Gina’s trail leads to a chance encounter with an archaeological expedition, the
search for the missing doctor takes on even deadlier consequences. But Prescott
will not relent in this punishing quest until, once again, he holds Gina in his arms.
The books in The Thomas Prescott Series can be enjoyed in any order, so grab
Jungle Up and get started today.
Oceana the Futa Mermaid Liliah Raye 2020-02-05 In this erotic lesbian and futa
romance, Valerie, a stunning, superficial and arrogant 20-year-old gets more than
she had expected after making a deal with a gorgeous and powerful
mermaid.**********************Valerie lied there speechless, shivering out of fear
and coldness. Oceana felt Valerie's hard nipples through the soft fabric of her
white cotton top. She also felt the heat of the young woman's body, the way she
shook involuntarily and the pounding of her frightened heart. An unexpected
feeling of pity suddenly filled the mermaid and she loosened her grip. Sensing an
opportunity, Valerie wiggled free, and as she was about to make a run for the
higher part of the island, Oceana snatched her by the ankles. She fell with a thump

on the sand. In two seconds, Oceana had her pinned in the same manner as
before. **********************This book contains graphic depictions of sex acts and
other explicit adult content.Tags: erotic, lesbian, futa, futanari, hermaphrodite,
mermaid, romance, sci-fi, fantasy, virgin, big cock, sex, 69, tribbing, oral sex, anal
sex
Guilty Dead P. J. Tracy 2018-08-20 No Marketing Blurb
The Chameleon's Shadow Minette Walters 2011-05-13 A compelling look into
damaged minds, The Chameleon's Shadow is a psychological thriller from crime
queen Minette Walters. When Lieutenant Charles Acland is flown home from Iraq
with serious head injuries, he faces not only permanent disfigurement but also an
apparent change to his previously outgoing personality. Crippled by migraines, and
suspicious of his psychiatrist, he begins to display sporadic bouts of aggression,
particularly against women, especially his ex-fiancee who seems unable to accept
that the relationship is over. After his injuries prevent his return to the army, he
cuts all ties with his former life and moves to London. Alone and unmonitored, he
sinks into a private world of guilt and paranoid distrust . . . until a customer annoys
him in a Bermondsey pub and he attracts the attention of local police investigating
three murders which appear to have been motivated by extreme rage . . . Under
suspicion, Acland is forced to confront the real issues behind his isolation. How

much control does he have over the dark side of his personality? Do his migraines
contribute to his rages? Has he always been the duplicitous chameleon that his exfiancee claims? And why – if he hates women – does he look to a woman for help?
Ice Cold Heart P. J. Tracy 2019-09-10 Minneapolis detectives Leo Magozzi and
Gino Rolseth join Grace MacBride and Monkeewrench to uncover a dark and ugly
conspiracy that reaches deep into the safety of homes in this latest electrifying
thriller from New York Times bestselling author P. J. Tracy. It's a bitter winter in
Minnesota--too cold to kill. There hasn't been a murder for a month, but the lull
quickly comes to an end for Detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth, when
they're called to the gruesome homicide of Kelly Ramage. Found in a friend's
vacant house, this was no random attack, and clues reveal that she was living a
very dangerous secret life. Magozzi and Gino trace her steps back to an art gallery
where she was last seen alive. The gallery seems like a dead end, but the art is
disturbing and exploitative. It may very well be inspiring a sadistic killer, because in
this instance, art doesn't imitate life, it imitates death. Tipped off about a year-old
murder that is a mirror-image of Kelly's crime scene, Gino and Magozzi enlist the
aid of Grace MacBride and her eccentric, tech genius partners in Monkeewrench
Software to help them decipher the digital trail that might connect the cases. As
coincidences emerge, Magozzi, Gino, and the team have to work around the clock

at breakneck pace to unravel a series of clues that form the framework of a larger,
more sweeping, and insidious conspiracy than any of them could have imagined.
Is Kelly the last person to die or just the most recent? And is there any way to stop
it?
How to Murder a Marriage Gabrielle St George 2021-11-09 GIVE A MAN
ENOUGH ROPE AND HE'LL HANG HIMSELF-BUT BE CAREFUL, THE
GALLOWS LOVE A CROWD Gina Malone, a bestselling relationships advice
author and expert on exes, meddles in other people's affairs for a living. It makes
for enemies. One of them is scaring her to death. A modern-day Miss
Lonelyhearts, Gina's smart, she's sassy, she's got a potty mouth, and she's
determined to live life on her own terms. She's also divorced, an empty nester, and
turning fifty. In the true spirit of mid-life crises, Gina dyes her hair, pierces her
nose, and moves to a tiny tourist town on the Canadian shores of Lake Huron. Just
as she's settling into her new life and deciding whether to fall into bed with her hot
contractor, Gina advises a reader to leave her husband, right before the woman
goes missing. And Gina's got a stalker. Is it her vengeful ex-husband, the abusive
ex of the missing woman, or her new crush's crazy ex? All three would love to get
her alone in some dark and deserted place, which isn't tough to do since her new
residence is an old family cottage she's renovating on an empty stretch of beach.

Can Gina outsmart her stalker and find the missing woman before the noose
around her own neck gets any tighter?
Deep into the Dark P. J. Tracy 2021-01-12 “Tracy seems to have found her literary
sweet spot.” —Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book Review New York Times
bestseller P. J. Tracy returns with Deep into the Dark, a brand new series set in LA
and featuring up-and-coming LAPD Detective Margaret Nolan and murder suspect
Sam Easton. Sam Easton—a true survivor—is home from Afghanistan, trying to
rebuild a life in his hometown of LA. Separated from his wife, bartending and
therapy sessions are what occupy his days and nights. When friend and colleague
Melody Traeger is beaten by her boyfriend, she turns to Sam for help. When the
boyfriend turns up dead the next day, a hard case like Sam is the perfect suspect.
But LAPD Detective Margaret Nolan, whose brother recently died serving
overseas, is sympathetic to Sam's troubles, and can't quite see him as a killer.
She's more interested in the secrets Melody might be keeping and the
developments in another murder case on the other side of town. Set in an LA
where real people live and work--not the superficial LA of Beverly Hills or the gritty
underbelly of the city--Deep into the Dark features two really engaging, dynamic
main characters and explores the nature of obsession, revenge, and grief. P. J.
Tracy is known for her "fast, fresh, and funny" characters (Harlan Coben) and her

"sizzling" plots (People); the Monkeewrench series was her first, set in Minneapolis
and co-written with her mother. Now with Deep into the Dark she's on her
own—and it's a home run.
The Cloud Strike Prophecy David Orlo 2013-11 A mysterious prophecy from the
Dead Sea Scrolls launches a task force to prevent a deadly bioterrorism attack on
America. Global economist Regan Hart and private investigator Ty Kensington
meet under unusual circumstances, but fate quickly leads them on a frantic chase
from Georgia to Paris to find a dangerous Al-Qaeda cell. Solly, an archeologist and
high-ranking Israeli intelligence agent, joins in the hunt. This unlikely trio searches
for clues to stop the terrorists. But will they find them in time?
When Hell Struck Twelve James R. Benn 2019-09-03 In the 14th Billy Boyle
mystery, US Army detective Billy Boyle and Lieutenant Kazimierz travel into the
heart of Nazi-occupied Paris on a dangerous mission: ensure a traitor to the
French Resistance unwittingly carries out a high-stakes deception campaign.
August, 1944: US Army detective Billy Boyle is assigned to track down a French
traitor, code-named Atlantik, who is delivering classified Allied plans to German
leaders in occupied Paris. The Resistance is also hot on his trail and out for blood,
after Atlantik’s previous betrayals led to the death of many of their members. But
the plans Atlantik carries were leaked on purpose, a ruse devised to obscure the

Allied army’s real intentions to bypass Paris in a race to the German border. Now
Billy and Kaz are assigned to the Resistance with orders to not let them capture
the traitor: the deception campaign is too important. Playing a delicate game, the
chase must be close enough to spur the traitor on and visible enough to ensure the
Germans trust Atlantik. The outcome of the war may well depend on it.
Snow Blind P. J. Tracy 2007-09-27 Snow Blind is the fourth book in P.J. Tracy's
bestselling Twin Cities series. The Dead of Winter... Minneapolis, winter's first
white flakes; a park full of snowmen. But the layers of packed snow hide a ghoulish
surprise. First, the bodies of two cops are found inside the snowmen and then a
day later, in the countryside to the north, Sheriff Iris Rikker makes a similarly
shocking discovery. Soon Detectives Gino and Magozzi are sent north through the
worst blizzard Minnesota's seen for years to find what else links the investigations.
But some secrets you don't want to uncover. And as the cases unravel, it seems
snowmen aren't the only ones with something to hide... P.J. Tracy's cult thriller
characters Grace MacBride and Detectives Gino and Magozzi are back for more in
the fourth book in the Monkeewrench series. Follow their journeys in the rest of the
series:Want to Play?, Live Bait, Dead Run, Play to Kill and Two Evils. Praise for
P.J. Tracy: 'A fast-paced, gripping read with thrills and devilish twists' Guardian
'Outrageously suspenseful' Harlan Coben 'P.J. Tracy is about to become a

household name' Daily Mirror
Want to Play? P. J. Tracy 2004-05-06 Want to Play? is the first book in P.J. Tracy's
bestselling Twin Cities series. The slaying of an old couple in small town America
looks like one-off act of brutal retribution. But at the same time, in Minneapolis,
teams of detectives scramble to stop a sickeningly inventive serial killer striking
again in a city paralysed by fear. When the two separate investigations converge
on an isolated catholic boarding school, decades old secrets begin to fall away. It
seems an old killer has resurfaced. Yet still the killer's real identity remains
dangerously out of reach . . . Want to Play? introduces P.J. Tracy's cult thriller
characters Grace MacBride and Detectives Gino and Magozzi. Follow their
journeys in the rest of the series: Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind, Play to Killand
Two Evils. Praise for P.J. Tracy: 'The thriller debut of the year' Harlan Coben 'Fast
paced . . . a gripping read' Guardian
Cold Kill P. J. Tracy 2016-08-11 *US edition title: THE SIXTH IDEA* Cold Kill is the
seventh book in P.J. Tracy's bestselling Twin Cities series. Two dead bodies. On a
cold winter's night in Minneapolis, two friends are brutally murdered on opposite
sides of the city. It's clear to homicide detectives Gino and Magozzi that the men
were targets - but why? A decades-old conspiracy. As Gino and Magozzi begin to
uncover evidence, the clues rapidly start to disappear. Lost websites and missing

CCTV footage lead them once more to Grace MacBride and her eccentric team of
computer analysts - the only ones who can help. A deadly attack that could bring a
city to its knees. But as more bodies appear, the team begin to realize that this isn't
fresh blood - this is a case that stretches back sixty years. And something that has
been lying dormant is now awakening. As Gino and Magozzi race to find answers,
they slowly uncover an unimaginable horror: one that they must stop if any of them
are to get out alive . . . PRAISE FOR P. J. TRACY: 'Outrageously suspenseful'
Harlan Coben 'A fast-paced gripping read with thrills and devilish twists' Guardian
'A powerful thriller and an ingenious plot' Observer Review 'Scary funny, witty, and
genuinely perplexing right to the end' Glasgow Herald 'Eclectic characters and
zingy dialogue . . . exhilarating' People Filled with the same crackling dialogue,
pace and rich vivid characters as in previous novels, Cold Kill is the new gripping
instalment in the internationally bestselling Monkeewrench series. Follow the
characters' journeys in the rest of the series: Want to Play?, Live Bait, Dead Run,
Snow Blind, Play to Kill and Two Evils.
Nothing Stays Buried P. J. Tracy 2018-07-31 The Monkeewrench crew returns to
face the city of Minneapolis's worst nightmare--a rampant serial killer on the loose-in this electrifying thriller from the author of The Sixth Idea, now in paperback.
When Minneapolis homicide detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth are called

to a crime scene in a heavily wooded city park, everything about the setting is all
too familiar. And when they discover a playing card on the victim's body, their
worst fears are confirmed--there's a serial killer operating in the city for the first
time in years. Across town, Grace MacBride and her unconventional partners in
Monkeewrench Software find themselves at both a personal and a career
crossroads. Weary of the darker side of their computer work for law enforcement,
they agree to take on a private missing-persons case in a small farming community
in southwestern Minnesota. As the violence accelerates in Minneapolis, Magozzi
and Rolseth soon realize their killer is planning to complete the deck, and they
enlist Monkeewrench to help stop the rampage. As a baffling tangle of evidence
accumulates, the cops and Monkeewrench make the unlikely connections among
a farmer's missing daughter, a serial killer, and a decades-old stabbing that brings
them face-to-face with pure evil.
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